
Building Health Partnerships: Dudley
Diagnostic session notes 18th March 2013

1.Background

1.1 Building Health Partnerships (BHP) is a national programme designed to improve 
health outcomes through supporting the development of effective and productive 
partnerships between Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCG) and voluntary, 
community and social enterprise (VCSE organisations), alongside Health and Well-
being Boards and Local Authorities. 

1.2 Supported by the NHS Commissioning Board, the programme is being managed 
by NAVCA (National Association for Voluntary and Community Action) in 
partnership with Social Enterprise UK and IVAR (the Institute for Voluntary Action 
Research).   

1.3 Participants at this first diagnostic session of the BHP programme in Dudley are 
listed at Appendix One.

2.Experience and skills of participants (Gifts and Hooks exercise)

2.1 Participants were asked to describe the experience and skills that they were  
bringing to the programme as well as what they needed to keep them ‘hooked in’. 

 A full write-up of individual contributions is set out in Appendix Two; a summary 
of key points is presented below.

Gifts Hooks

• Experience of:
o Clinical care
o Commissioning 
o Engagement
o Research and delivery

• Working with LSPs
• Direct route to vulnerable 

people
• Public views and voice

• Clearly moving towards better 
outcomes:

o Make things better for 
residents lives

o to make changes
• Capacity to influence
• Genuine engagement and senior 

and operational level
• Opportunity to share

3.    Experiences of partnership working in Dudley

3.1 Participants identified a number of aspirations/challenges in relation to health 
partnerships and commissioning, using a selection of images to describe 
partnerships when working well, and when at their worst. 

 A full write-up of individual contributions is set out in Appendix Three with 
photographs in Appendix Four; a summary of key points is presented below.
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Characteristics of partnerships 
working well

Characteristics of partnerships not 
working well

• no hierarchy- instead, 
collaboration 

• where a meeting of minds come 
together

• variety and diversity make up 
the jigsaw

• everyone cares when its going 
well

• using the assets together to 
make the sum of all parts 

• dialogue does not happen and 
maintaining power is priority

• not about the loudest voice but an 
understanding of why everyone 
links together 

• it doesn’t reflect diversity 
• when one partner gets left behind
• disappointment at no action in 

meetings and become 
disheartened

4.    Baseline – where are we now?
See attachment to these notes

5.    Local picture

5.1 The scoping work carried out to set up the programme in Dudley identified 
 that:

• There is a strong commitment from the Dudley CCG to work more creatively 
together with VCSE sector partners around local health priority setting. It has 
also recognised that there is a need to quantify the social value of the VCSE 
and use this Building Health Partnerships (BHP) opportunity to support 
practical solutions.

• The CCG has recognised that there is a need for a better model of co-
production across the piece and for partners to challenge each other on work 
with local commissioning arrangements – are they clear enough? There 
needs to be a demonstrated approach to jointly engaging with people across 
all structures – CCG/HWBB/Council including an agreed view and approach 
around engagement and Value For Money (VFM). With Public Health now 
moving into the council ‘it is where we need to be most community-minded’. 

• Within commissioning and contracting in Dudley, there are issues with 
monitoring and evaluation processes, and currently there is no system 
evidence where VCSE feedback is used strategically resulting in a disconnect 
between the information collected and the strategies being developed, so 
communities aren’t yet influencing. There is an agreed view that partners 
need to be brave enough to de-commission what isn’t working and provide 
opportunities for new organisations too.

• Engaging Together is an empowering approach to engaging communities 
locally that provides meaningful participation in local decisions and is led by a 
cross sector group. The offer for 2013 includes face to face training, support 
and events. There is an opportunity to provide online learning access for 1000 
learners and further funding is being sought in order to realise this opportunity 
which would buy a 2 year subscription to Learning Pool with access to 
materials from other organisations, as well as a sharing facility.    
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• It is acknowledged also that for people attending the upcoming sessions as 
part of this project, security of contracts may be their main focus/aspiration 
considering the current climate.

5.2 Through the session participants identified a number of other local concerns 
and opportunities that relate to the BHP programme, including:

•   The CCG being a membership organisation means it is ‘closer to the 
ground’ than was possible in the PCT. It is accountable to over 50 GP 
practices, this is alongside the pressures from NHSCB1 to alleviate A & E 
admissions (3/4   of the health budget is directed into hospitals) so 
proactive partnerships are required!

•   The community is growing in influence and ability to direct their own services 
and that quality has to be made a priority linked to choice and 
personalisation, recognising the limited capacity in the sector 

•    Although there are many funded VCSE organisations that have SLA’s in 
place there is also a vast array that operate without public funding around 
health, well-being and prevention as well as many micro-social enterprises 
that are paid via the personal budgets system. Highlighted also were the 
‘hidden’ organisations that play a key role in re-directing people away from 
GP surgeries and the need to make a case for their valuable work around 
the ‘Making it Real’ personalisation agenda. 

•   The JSNA was flagged up as a tool for coming together, especially around 
the stories behind it, and if more was shared, would help to identify who 
isn’t entering the system. In a time of reduced benefits leading to more 
people through the door and less capacity we need to be thinking about co-
production and co design –and within these priorities the VCS must not lose 
sight of its campaigning and influencing role.

•   In addition – although block contracts can enable efficiencies/planning they 
may not be so useful at this transformational stage where there is a real 
need for co-production and design and making sure the community is part 
of the solution.   

•  The following points were also raised: 

o A compact with the population around welfare reforms was needed (and 
it was acknowledged that the original Dudley Compact was ‘dusty’) 

o The CVS have developed a local ‘Assets Map’ that can be shared with 
this group (are we allowed to shape future services?)

o Sustainability and survival
o Grasping opportunities
o The role of VCSE organisations in campaigning and influencing e.g. 

bedroom tax 

 

6.    Local Programme Objectives
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6.1 Prior to the diagnostic session Dudley expressed an interest to develop through 
and build on existing and emerging multi-agency activity in Dudley borough 
which began over 5 years ago with an exploration around empowering 
approaches to community engagement. This has since led to training and 
support being planned and delivered by local organisations for local 
organisations, with a focus on creative collaboration and asset based 
approaches growing over 2012. Through this programme they would like to 
develop further: 

• Collective and inclusive engagement structures;

• Information, evidence, insights and learning; 

• Collaboration and asset based approaches.

6.2 Building on this, participants were asked to identify key priority areas for cross 
sector collaboration around health commissioning that the Dudley BHP 
programme could focus on to improve health outcomes for residents and 
organisations. A large number of ideas were written on post-its; these were then 
clustered into a smaller number of emerging themes (as below).  As a result of 
this exercise, three potential priority objectives were highlighted and at the next 
session participants will be able to develop each objective in more detail.
Some underlying focuses that emerged for the joint work included; taking a 
holistic approach, taking risks/being brave and doing things differently. ‘Living 
well’ was agreed as a useful theme going forward as well as developing a set of 
shared outcomes for all BHP stakeholders.  

Theme one - bringing Information sources together

• Better information base to agree priorities from 
• JSNA (and stories behind it)
• Education/information for the public (to be more informed on choices)
• Capturing how we help – sharing existing data/intelligence
• Asset map – patient journeys (inc processes and systems)
• Products and services of the VCSE (in particular with vulnerable groups)
• Map and understand existing networks

Theme two - Engagement

• Engaging together – share lessons and success (agree a system for 
change/engagement)

• Understanding the community (work with carers)
• Inclusive approaches
• Cooperation
• Informed choices
• Develop a framework to test activity against
• Build on existing knowledge (don’t start from scratch)

Theme three - research, evaluation and impact of VCSE

• Social value commissioning from VCSE
• Prevention services need to be defined (living well) and mapped across 

life stages (HWBS life course approach)
• Professionalise the sector
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• Measuring outcomes (prevention care) with common indicators for all 
partners (prevention cuts = pressure on urgent care)

• Sustainability

Particular areas of health raised were families and parenting, mental health of 
young people and supporting carers.

7. Next steps

7.1 Partnership Development Session 1 – Thursday 23rd May (AM) 2013 

This will include developing the local objectives into an action plan, and 
allocating resources to elements of it from the bursary.  After that session a 
budget will be agreed with NAVCA and the money drawn down to implement 
the programme

7.2 Expert seminar to be suggested based on the local objectives – to be 
agreed at the next session 

7.3 Partnership Development Session 2 – Tuesday 2nd July (PM)

7.4 What will happen before the next session:

• Charlotte will meet with Paul/Helen/Andy/Lorna to firm up plans for the next 
session together

• Andy will explore which other key LA colleagues would be appropriate to 
participate in the programme 

• Charlotte will identify work being undertaken in other learning sites that link to 
Dudley priorities

Thanks to all for great input and creative thinking, and see you on the 23rd May, venue to be 
confirmed

Charlotte Pace and Helen Garforth

charlotte.pace@btinternet.com
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Appendix One: Dudley BHP diagnostic session participants

Name Organisation
Caroline Dimbylow CABX
Laura Broster CCG
Helen Ashford CCG
Steve Mann CCG
Paul Maubach CCG
David Hegarty CCG
Chris Szygowski Age UK Dudley
Ian McGuff DMBC Children’s Services
Paul Jaunzems Langstone Society
Jane Clarke Chadd Ltd
Chris Barron Cancer Support
Brendan Clifford DMBC Health Reform (DACHS)
Jody Pritchard DMBC Public Health (Office of Public Health)
Martin Mueller Dudley Mind
Anne Adams Dudley Stroke Association
Marc Carter Insight for Carers
Karen Williams Dudley & Walsall Mental Health
Julie Duffy What Centre
Mark Ellerby Summit House Support
Andy Gray Dudley CVS
Lorna Prescott Dudley CVS
Jayne Grey Dudley CVS
Charlotte Pace IVAR
Helen Garforth IVAR
Bev Taylor NAVCA
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Appendix Two: Experience and skills of participants (Gifts and Hooks 
    exercise)

Gifts
• 100 years’ experience! Clinical and 

VCSE 
• Engagement experience at an 

operational level
• Research and delivery (e.g. years 

working with LSPs) to build on 
• Passionate about changing 

landscape – good time to be doing 
this – helps prioritise engagement

• Involvement an engagement with 
members of the public – views, 
voice etc, also diversity of ages, 
communities and a direct route to 
vulnerable people 

• Partnership experience and a focus 
at service level 

Hooks
• Clearly moving towards demonstrably 

better outcomes  -  tangible progress
• Not get stuck in the process
• Opportunity to share
• Genuine engagement at senior level  

and operational level 
• Building on good work
• Maintain senor level involvement
• Make things better for residents lives 
• Opportunity to make changes 
• Effect improvements in a time where 

health and social care system at near 
collapse

• Capacity to influence
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Appendix Three: Experiences of partnership working

Partnership at its worst can be like: Partnerships at their best:
• dialogue does not happen and 

maintaining power is priority
• where VCSE is not respected 
• if going to work needs to be respect at 

all levels 
• isolation often feels a lonely place
• strategically organised but not the 

operational reality
• not about the loudest voice but an 

understanding of why everyone links 
together 

• there is an unequal partner
• blinkers are on and not seeing all sides
• need to carry on even if it’s not working 

– i.e. the pressures do not allow time to 
step back 

• there is no achievement 
• it doesn’t reflect diversity 
• VSCE are clinging on for a space
• disappointment at no action in 

meetings and become disheartened
• two separate worlds
• two islands –difficult to bridge across
• there is a perception that it is doing a 

good job but that is not the reality 
• impact on individual in the community 

is critical 
• blue sky thinking is in isolation 
• when one partner gets left behind
• can’t see in front of you what battles 

need to be won to clear the way 
• bleak landscape with no one facing up 

to what is going wrong 

• no hierarchy- instead, collaboration 
• right direction of travel 
• there is a challenging edge 
• using the assets together to make 

the sum of all parts 
• mutual benefit in helping out 
• communicating well
• where a meeting of minds come 

together 
• the greater world feels dangerous 

but safer in partnerships 
• it comes from a customer 

perspective and there are no bad 
stories

• its worked together and friends are 
made 

• there is a clear architecture of 
structure and a unified structure 

• it stands the test of time, and is well 
made – future proofed

• variety and diversity make up the 
jigsaw

• a feeling of being supported and 
happy 

• busy everyone bringing something to 
the table 

• working in the same direction
• it reaches people’s expectations 
• everyone cares when its going well
• everyone’s needs are met and there 

are no gaps in provision
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Appendix Four: Photographs of the Partnership exercise 
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Appendix 5: Key messages from Brendan Clifford

BUILDING HEALTHY PARTNERSHIPS – 18 MARCH

 
1. What your sector/CCG/HWBB/LA is currently doing in terms of Health 
 commissioning/delivery

i) Commissioning care with people using services through direct  payments or 
personal budgets

ii) Commissioning of care on behalf of people using services from  nursing and 
residential care to personalised arrangements for people  within the community

iii) Prevention – a range of preventative services, from carer support to  dementia 
gateways, for people who need them

2. Structures; Relationships; Finances

i) DACHS is part of Dudley MBC
 
ii) Director of DACHS is a member of the Health and Wellbeing Board
 
iii) Finances are generally provided as a result of local council tax,  business rates 
and Government grants

3. Key Achievements, Key Challenges, Key Opportunities

i) Development of 2 extra care housing schemes

ii) Development of dementia gateways

iii) Some increased employment for people with learning disabilities

iv) Reduced public sector funding

v) Implementation of care and support white paper

vi) Role of the voluntary and community sector

4. Current Priorities

iv) Personalisation (Making it Real)

v) Extra Care Housing

vi) Dementia Strategy

vii) Learning Disability Review

viii) Health & Wellbeing Board Priorities

ix) Safeguarding  
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